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Short Description

Take your Spectre to the next level with additional manifolds. The Spectre Elite Kit Side integrates even more
of your cooling loop into the case structure. It mounts using the Rear IO Plate and comes with a specific one
included. The port layout of the side elite kit is specifically for standard EK GPU water-blocks from the GTX
1080 onwards, it will not align with any other GPU water-blocks. It works with GPUs in standard or vertical
orientation. The CPU ports will not align directly over the CPU water-block or monoblock but there is plenty of
space between the back of the Elite Kit Side and the motherboard to route fittings and tube.

Description

The new version of the Spectre 2.0 Side Elite Kit has an updated design and aesthetics and it now includes a
cover panel for the LED mounting position. It now mounts directly to the case without the need for a new
expansion slot bracket.

The Spectre 2.0 Side Elite Kit Manifold is designed to integrate more of your loop into the case structure and
clean up tube runs. It mounts to the rear IO plate using the existing fasteners on the case. It can be used with
GPUs in Vertical GPU configuration or standard orientation. The manifold mounts far enough away from the
motherboard to make connections to any CPU or motherboard water-block. It has 8 ports and the middle
ports are on both sides to give more options for multi GPU configurations. It has an included LED strip
position which is 130mm long and 7mm wide.

Specifications

Compatibility:

Designed for perfect alignment with EK reference PCB RTX series water-blocks. Will possibly work with other
GPU water-blocks but more fittings may be required due to port alignment being different. If using a water-
block aside from EK reference PCB RTX in Vertical GPU configuration, maximum water-block width is up to
140mm. The Side Elite Kit is compatible with any motherboard or CPU water-block. The LED strip position fits
7mm wide LED strips which will need to be cut to 130mm in length.
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Specifications:

Manifold: CNC Machined Cast Acrylic.

Stop Fittings: Powder coated Brass with diamond knurling, 6mm hex and laser etched Singularity Computers
logo.

Ports: G1/4″ BSPP x8.

Included Items:

Spectre 2.0 Side Elite Kit.

Stop Fittings: x2.

Additional Information

Brand Singularity Computers

SKU SC-SPECTRE-ELITE-SIDE-BK-D

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Reservoir Type Distribution plate

Vendor SKU/EAN 9351182001998

Special Price $149.40


